Introduction
In any language sound imitative and sound symbolic lexis as a rule is represented by polysemantic words. The acquisition of new meanings occurs particularly as the result of metaphoric and metonymic transfers as well as other phenomena supporting semantic derivation of lexis (i.e. generalization, catachresis, enantiosemy and etc.). Such transfers of meaning applied to phonosemantically charged lexis (particularly to onomatopoeia) can be considered from two sides. Thus, after I.R. Galperin, sound symbolism by itself is a special case of metonymy since "such sound combinations refer directly to the object in the receptor's consciousness emitting that sound" [Galperin, 1981: 124] , i.e. metonymic transfer is performed on the basis of relation between the object and the sound. Such "transferred meanings" for the modern language seem to be direct ones (like, bell -колокол), as language fixes not the nomination of a sound but the name of the object producing that sound within its phonetic structure. In this context, the idea of so called "imitative" gets to be more interesting. In that sense, G. Kornilov claims that " imitative" means not " the sound or phonation imitation, but objects, phenomena, processes, states and quality imitation with the help of sounds" [Kornilov, 1984] .
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As it is rightly stated by George P.
Lakoff and M. Johnson, metaphors being used in everyday speech are based on associations between two phenomena or spheres of experience. The corresponding signifier in this case is transferred, using these associations, from one sphere called "source concept" into "target concept" sphere in such a way that the target concept is taken and described in the language of the source concept [Lakoff, Johnson, 1980] . Therefore, the metaphor performs in a manner to describe the phenomenon on the basis of conventional analogy, which, in the case of that mechanism failure, is unlikely to be fully accepted or analysed.
Metaphoric power of natural sounds
The mechanism of metaphoric transfer also draws attention within the concern of semantic change in the sphere of concepts of natural ("pure") sounds. Thus, if we consider sound signals such as a horn sound, a bell sound or a whistle sound, it becomes clear why they all have special conventional meaning: 1) a horn sound means "to run quickly for a cover" or "the end of a working day"; a bell sound -"death" or "wedding"; a whistle sound -"train departure", "foul", etc. These very sounds being applied to other conceptual spheres will definitely call for conventionally associated meanings of the related source concept -that will make them possible or impossible to be used in other contexts. Thus, if we hear a horn sound or a whistle sound during a funeral speech, we conventionally will know that this very sound is not true to the situation and can at least be perceived as a cynical joke. However, in case when such sounds accompany a sound track, we will probably interpret some episodes of a film not only within its visual content, but also with these sounds bearing in mind additional metaphoric and associative meanings. For example, let us imagine a scene depicting a loving couple on a narrow path of a park.
Suddenly at that moment we hear a sound resembling a bicycle ring. The meaning of this sound is quite obvious -"give a way!" or "step aside!" -which coincides with the context. In the same situation a bell sound (that is also a natural, but a different sound) would lead the loving couple to think that there is a church somewhere near, and the bell sound call their attention -that may symbolize both burial service or wedding ceremony, as well as a danger or a warning. That proves the statement of a natural sound being a polysemantic onethe precise meaning of this sound is identified within its context, but in any way, it is quite clear, that a pure sound by itself is able to semantic metaphoric development. A. Bernabe in the same work introduces the idea of an "evocative syllabic structure".
Apparently that idea is based on the conception of "phonosteme", put into the practice by J. R. the range of meanings" [Levitskii, 1983: 14] .
Further on, this statement was developed 
Theoretical framework
According to cognitive linguistics language is concerned as a cognitive system together with memory, perception and thinking aimed at describing the processes of knowledge acquisition and transfer [Lakoff, 1980] . [Telia, 1997] . According to A.
Richards, two different thoughts about two different objects are involved in metaphorthese thoughts interact with each other inside one word the meaning of which is the result of that cooperation. To describe metaphor mechanism A. Richards has introduced two terms: the idea about the object under the formation is called the "tenor", while its linguistic realization with the precise meaning is "vehicle" [Richards, 1946] .
M. Black declared two different referents
in the process of metaphorization -the entity, which is nominated within the process performs as a primary subject, the other one is a subsidiary subject, correlating with the denotatum of the primary subject. Within the idea of metaphoric transfer M. Black uses the notion "filtration" -common associated points of a subsidiary subject go through the "filter" of the associated points of a primary subject. As the result, our understanding of both referents is changed: a brand new information is produced and a "new cognitive or imaginitative additional value" appears [Black, 1962] . that by learning linguistic metaphors we can understand how the perceived reality is being ordered in our conceptual system [Lakoff, Johnson, 1999] .
Metaphoric opportunities of soundimitative and soundsymbolic words
The phonosemantic system of the 1. stiffener -something that takes one's breath;
2. giggle-water -something that provokes laughter;
3. tickler -something that is "tickling";
4. gargle -a disgusting drink, resembling a liquid for gargarism.
In the meaning of metaphoric nomination the main role is given to a pragmatic component which contains such characteristics as imaging and motivation.
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